
DigiEduHack Challenge
The Learning Experience

Designing future in an uncertainty world:
new learning experience for responsible

How to teach people about insurance coverage with digital
technologies?
Within 24 hours, groups of innovators like you will compete to develop creative solutions for the
promotion of insurance culture. The aim is to create new forms of learning (such as tutoring and
simulation) to facilitate knowledge of the insurance world. Are you ready for the challenge? Come in!

Bologna - Designing future in
an uncertain world
Are you an innovator? Are you attracted to the
challenges of digital transformation? Do you want
to help us increase trust in the future by making
responsible investments in the insurance world?
You are the right person to participate in our
DigiEduHack to be hosted on October 3rd in
Bologna! You have 24 hours to design your
innovative solution capable of spreading culture
and awareness in the insurance field. Compare
yourself with other students, Startuppers and
entrepreneurs of tomorrow to turn your idea into
reality!

How to prepare for the challenge?

Open your mind, spark your imagination, and get ready to share a day of culture and innovation!
Think about how people around you perceive insurance in their everyday lives and try to think about
the difficulty of having an accurate level of knowledge: how many people really know what insurance
cover is and what needs it addresses? Test your creativity and your knowledge of new technologies
to design new tools to spread the insurance culture!
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Why is it important to find a solution to this challenge?

Finding an answer to the DigiEduHack challenge could help many people to deal more consciously
with the various stages of their lives, from protecting their assets to health, welfare and every other
aspects of their lives.

What is the possible impact of a good solution?

The people who will be positively impacted by this innovative solution could be: students, workers,
employees, investors, consumers, family members, retirees, educators and in general all citizens
who are the less educated, and disadvantaged. The creation of innovative learning tools should bring
young and old closer to the world of insurance and risk management in order to fight the uncertain
of the future and increase the trust in it!

What is the expected outcome of this challenge?

A system that is able to make complete insurance education, transforming the learning experience
into a more engaging approach, free from conventional spaces, fair, and unbiased, creative solutions
that will be presented should make insurance choices more aware We expect the solutions proposed
to be involving with appealing design, technologically advanced and propose an interactive learning
method that goes beyond today's methodologies.
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